Object Study

Study your group’s object carefully.

Try to answer as many questions as possible.

Draw your object in the frame

1. Is it an artifact, a replica, fossil or a document?
   ___________________________________

2. Where was it made?
   _________________________________

3. Of what is it made?
   _________________________________

4. Is it a complete object, or part of one?
   _________________________________

5. Is it old or new?
   _________________________________

6. Is it fragile or strong?
   _________________________________

7. What shapes do you see?
   _________________________________

8. Is it an exact copy or a model of the real object?
   _________________________________

9. Who made the real object?
   __________________________________

10. What purpose did the real object serve?
    __________________________________

11. Has the real object changed over time?
    __________________________________

12. Does it remind you of anything?
    __________________________________

13. How does it teach you about the past?
    __________________________________

14. Where can you find out more about it?
    __________________________________
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